
5 WAYS 
TO LIMIT YOUR CHILD'S SCREEN TIME

 

xoxo, Michelle
Visit me at www.mypursestrings.com for more great information! 

Here are some ways to gain control without the arguments: 

Come up with a set of rules together. 
Kids like to have control. When I was a teacher, on the first day of school, the class and I came up with a set 
of classroom rules. These always followed in-line with what I had already devised but the kids didn’t realize 
it. Be prepared to compromise a bit. Have your children write out these rules for themselves and refer to 
them daily. Remember like goals, these rules should be specific and clearly outlined with rewards and 
consequences.
 
Reward Charts
Children of almost every age respond to rewards. Heck, even adults are motivated by rewards. When my 
children were very young, I used the Melissa and Doug Responsibility Magnetic Charts. Through good 
behavior, they can earn screen time.
 
Reward Jar
A simple set-up using mason jars and popsicle sticks. On each popsicle stick, write a chore: put clothes in 
the hamper, make my bed, etc. Each stick is worth 5 minutes of screen time. You can elect to remove sticks 
for poor behavior. At the end of the day or week, your child cashes in these sticks for an allotted amount of 
screen time. This can be used in one shot or spread out over a period. 
 
Internet Provider
Check with your provider to see if they offer an app for parental controls. I’m now with XFinity (owned by 
Comcast). Their free app enables parents to set parental controls, pause devices at will, set off-limit times, 
and set wake-up and bedtime limits. You can monitor usage for each child. When the child nears his daily 
limit, you will get an alert and can choose to ignore the notification or pause the internet for the day.
 
The Circle with Disney
Why is this better than your internet provider's app? It automatically shuts them down when they've reached 
their limit. You do not need to do a thing. For more on this check out my review. Click here. 

https://www.mypursestrings.com/circle-disney-screen-time-limit

